MANNHEIM & TONGJI EXECUTIVE MBA

THIS PART-TIME EMBA IS THE IDEAL CHOICE FOR EXECUTIVES WHO WANT TO SHARPEN THEIR SKILLS FOR A TOP-MANAGEMENT CAREER AT THE INTERFACE OF THE TWO ECONOMIC POWERHOUSES

KEY FACTS

- **STRUCTURE**
  - Modular

- **LOCATIONS**
  - 3 modules in Shanghai and 3 modules in Mannheim

- **PROGRAM START**
  - Each year in May (Mannheim) and September (Shanghai)

- **LANGUAGE**
  - English

- **FLEXIBLE PROGRAM LENGTH**
  - 6 modules which last nine to eleven days, from 18 months to 3.5 years

- **CREDITS**
  - 80

RANKINGS AND ACCREDITATIONS

- **RANKING HIGHLIGHTS**
  - QS Global Joint Executive MBA Ranking: #14 worldwide
  - Financial Times Executive MBA Ranking 2018: #52 worldwide

- **TRIPLE-CROWN ACCREDITATION**
  - AACSB | EQUIS | AMBA

ADMISSIONS

- **TUITION FEE**
  - € 42,500 (due in monthly or quarterly installments)

- **EARLY BIRD DEADLINE**
  - Start in September: 30.06.
  - Start in May: 31.01.

CLASS PROFILE

- **Ø WORK EXPERIENCE**
  - 11 years

- **Ø LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE**
  - 7 years

- **Ø AGE**
  - 36 years

- **NATIONALITY**
  - Most participants come from China and Germany

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE MANNHEIM & TONGJI EXECUTIVE MBA

- A highly flexible Sino-German curriculum that will prepare you for managerial challenges in an Asian-European context
- Exposure to world-class faculty of two leading business schools
- A highly flexible schedule structure that can be adapted to individual needs
- A cross-cultural business perspective
- Soft Skill Courses
- Integration of two alumni networks of excellence

Open Day
19. October 2019

www.mannheim-business-school.com/mannheim-tongji
info.emba@mannheim-business-school.com
+49 (0)621 181 37 21